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he world is changing at a faster pace today than ever before,
in large part fueled by an unprecedented rate of technology
advances. This pace of technological change will only accelerate going forward. We all must take this reality of unprecedented change into account as we plan our futures, perform our
professional duties, and in the case of judges, write judicial opinions. As Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court John Roberts
stated in an interview at the time of his appointment, “politicians
– and judges for that matter – should be wary of the assumption
that the future will be little more than an extension of things as
they are.”1 It is human nature to perceive the world today the
same as it was yesterday, and the same as it will be tomorrow.
This static view of the world is an illusion, however, and masks
the unprecedented disruptive change going on in the world
around us.
Technology is the key driver of much of the rapid change we
are experiencing today. An unprecedented number of emerging
technologies are moving simultaneously from the laboratory or
even science fiction into real-life applications. Examples include
artificial intelligence, robotics, synthetic biology, 3D printing,
nanotechnology, brain-computer interfaces, genetic sequencing,
human gene editing, Internet of Things, RFID chips, mobile
health, drones, virtual reality, and blockchain. Each of these technologies has already spawned real companies, real products, and
real lawsuits, with much more to come over the next couple of
decades. Every one of these technologies will have enormous
impacts on our individual lives, as well as creating widespread
beneficial and disruptive effects for our social, economic, and
legal systems.
One thing these new emerging technologies don’t have is
effective regulatory systems. These technologies have emerged so
fast that our legislative and regulatory branches of government
have been caught flat-footed and have not been able to put in
place comprehensive government oversight. This inaction might
be a blessing in disguise, since any regulatory enactment would
likely be obsolete by the time the ink dried, given that these technologies are developing and evolving so rapidly.
The result is that courts are often on the front line in addressing the inevitable conflicts and potential harms that may be side
effects of emerging technologies. In theory, courts may not be the
optimal branch of government to address the societal impacts of
emerging technologies. Courts lack the technological staff and
resources available to the other branches of government, and
must address problems in the context of the facts in individual
cases rather than taking a broader, more comprehensive
approach. Most judges lack technological expertise, and are lim-
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ited in what information they are permitted to consult. Moreover,
judges are more comfortable enforcing statutes and rules adopted
by other branches of government, rather than having to forge for
themselves the new rules of the road for emerging technologies.
But courts do not have the luxury that the other branches of
government usually have of postponing decisions when issues
relating to new technologies appear on their docket. Courts are
already being, and will even more in the near future be, called
upon to adjudicate complex and unprecedented issues raised by
emerging technologies. So like it or not, judges will have to get
used to being on the front line of new technologies, and to have
a basic understanding of both the technical and legal dimensions
of these technologies. In this article, I preview some of these
issues, organized into categories of new substantive claims and
defenses, evidentiary aspects, and impacts on the judicial process
and court operations.
NEW SUBSTANTIVE CLAIMS AND DEFENSES

The many emerging technologies disrupting commerce and
society are not surprisingly presenting courts with novel claims
and defenses. No technology is more disruptive than artificial
intelligence (AI), and it is already presenting the legal system
with new challenges about responsibility and culpability. In the
past era of rule-based AI, a human programmer pre-programmed
every decision an AI would make in response to certain inputs or
events, and thus the human programmer could explain and be
held responsible for the actions of the AI system. Modern AI is
mostly based on machine learning, a form of data-based AI, in
which the AI system learns itself by trial and error from data,
with no human programming the AI what to do. This creates
new issues for courts. No human can explain why the machine
learning AI did what it did, it is a black box. So when such an AI
system causes harm, who is responsible?
This dilemma was illustrated by a recent case in Switzerland
where art gallery owners created a machine-learning bot and
released it on the web with some bitcoins and the instruction to
go purchase interesting items for the art gallery.2 All was going
fine until one day the police knocked on the art gallery door, and
said they had intercepted parcels that contained a pound of the
drug Ecstasy and a stolen passport, both of which were criminal
acts to purchase. After discussing the matter with the art gallery
owners who claimed that they neither intended nor anticipated
the purchase of the illegal goods, the police eventually confiscated the computer that controlled the naughty bot. Sometime
later the police sheepishly returned the computer and did not file
any charges.3 This example portends a bigger issue as AI bots
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assume a larger and larger role in society, and will inevitably
commit some crimes and torts, but who (or what) will meet the
traditional legal requirements of mens rea, negligence, and foreseeability when it is the machine rather than a human programmer making the decisions?4
Genetic evidence has been introduced in some cases to show
a genetic predisposition to criminality. A common mutation in
the MAOA-A gene, which codes for an enzyme that breaks down
brain hormones such serotonin, may significantly increase the
probability of criminality, especially if it is combined with an
abusive early background.5 A number of criminal defendants
have attempted to introduce evidence of such a genetic influence
as mitigating evidence in capital murder cases.6 Judges have differed on whether such evidence is admissible, and juries have
varied in how much weight, if any, they give to such evidence as
a mitigating factor in sentencing.7 The new type of genetic
defense raises profound issues about guilt, culpability, and punishment, for which there are no simple right answers.8
Privacy cases present many new technology questions for
judges. For example, does a property owner have a privacy claim
against a neighbor who flies a drone above his swimming pool
taking video footage of a private pool party? Numerous claims
have been presented to courts about this and many other alleged
privacy intrusions involving drones.9 There have even been
cases where the landowner shoots down the neighbor’s drone –
is the privacy invasion a legitimate defense for such self-help
measures?10 Courts have also been asked to decide issues of the
legal restrictions, if any, on the use of GPS location tracking on a
phone or car for employers to track their workers, parents to
track their kids, spouses to track their partners, and stalkers to
track their victims.11 Although the FCC has been requested for
many years to issue rules on the use of location data generated by
smart phones, the absence of such rules leaves judges on their
own to craft appropriate rules to balance the conflicting interests
at issue in such cases.12
A final example is a whole spectrum of cases involving reproductive technologies. Courts have been confronted with cases
involving the disposition of embryos when the couple who cre-
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what happens if embryos are
accidently destroyed,14 what limitations (if any) can state legislatures put on parents’ rights to genetically test (and abort) an
embryo or fetus,15 and what rights do a child produced by in
vitro fertilization where anonymous donors provided half or all
of the genetic input have to recover in the estate or insurance
policy of their social parent.16
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court complained that
courts are being stuck with tough technology issues that should
be decided in the first instance by publicly accountable legislatures:
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For the second time this term, we have been confronted
with novel questions involving the rights of children born
from assistive reproductive technologies…. As these technologies advance, the number of children they produce will
continue to multiply. So, too, will the complex moral, legal,
social, and ethical questions that surround their birth. The
questions present in this case cry out for lengthy, careful
examination outside the adversary process, which can only
address the specific circumstances of each controversy that
presents itself. They demand a comprehensive response
reflecting the considered will of the people.17
NEW TYPES OF EVIDENCE

Judges are already confronting new types of evidence enabled
by technology coming into their courtrooms, whether it be social
media evidence, images from surveillance cameras, facial recognition evidence, or forensic DNA in criminal cases. This is just
the beginning, however, of a coming tsunami of novel technological evidence. Emerging technologies are providing many new
types of evidence that are challenging judges and juries.
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For example, neuroimaging is increasingly being used
in court cases for a variety of
potential uses. In several hundred cases, brain-imaging evidence was produced to show
that a criminal defendant
allegedly lacked the cognitive
capability to have the requisite mens rea, or more commonly to show some type of
alleged brain damage that
might mitigate the defendant’s
criminal culpability.18 Courts
and juries are all over the map in receiving such evidence – some
judges allow it to be introduced while others do not, some juries
find the evidence to be persuasive mitigating evidence, others do
not.19 Other attempted or potential uses of neuroimaging in
court cases include brain scans for lie detection,20 pain,21 posttraumatic stress disorder,22 recidivism,23 and subclinical traumatic brain injury.24 Given the complicated technical issues of
how such brain-scanning evidence is conducted and represented, along with the uncertain ethical and legal significance of
brain lesions or aberrations, judges without advanced neuroscience training will be hard-pressed to decide such cases in a
scientifically credible and consistent manner.25
Genetics is another source of scientific evidence that is having
enormous legal implications. Most judges are already familiar with
the use of forensic DNA for identification in criminal law, but that
is just the first of many diverse applications of genetic evidence in
court cases. DNA is already having dramatic impacts on paternity
cases,26 immigration cases,27 and food-poisoning cases,28 in which
DNA provides a highly accurate and legally salient map for quantifying both human and microbial relationships. Genetic mutations

are also being used to identify exposures in toxic tort cases, and
differences in genetic susceptibilities to chemical and pharmaceutical exposures are increasingly being used by defendants in some
cases and plaintiffs in others to argue for or against causation in
personal injury cases.29 Judges are now being called upon to determine whether a defendant can undertake intrusive genetic testing
of a plaintiff to discover genetic traits relevant to causation, taking
into account the same type of information may be used by the
plaintiff when helpful to their case.30 In at least one case, the
genetic testing of the plaintiff revealed genetic risk information that
was crucial to the health of the plaintiff and his family, but because
the testing was done by a testing lab contracted by the defendant,
no one associated with the case had a physician-patient relationship with the plaintiff.31 In that case, the judge felt compelled to
take on the task of trying to genetically counsel the plaintiff, a skill
that is not taught in judges’ school!
Location-tracking technology raises many evidentiary issues
for courts. A person’s location is often tracked and recorded by
the GPS chip in their cell phone and by cell tower triangulation.
The U.S. Supreme Court in its 2018 Carpenter decision held that
police needed a warrant to access continuous location data over
many days using cell tower records. 32 The Court left undecided
whether less prolonged continuous location monitoring also
required a warrant. In most states, there are no laws about private
use of cell phone location data, so courts are called upon to
decide whether GPS evidence can be used in a variety of contexts, such as divorce cases. In several cases with contradictory
outcomes a defendant has attempted to use GPS cell records to
contest a speeding ticket based on police radar – judges are
required to decide in such cases whether GPS phone records or
police radar is more accurate, not an easy technical issue to
resolve, especially considering there is usually no expert testimony in these cases in which only a couple of hundred dollars
are at stake.33
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Justice Alito, in another location-tracking case, pointed out
that legislatures not courts should be deciding these issues in the
first place:

Unfortunately, such judicial pleas for legislative guidance have
fallen on deaf ears, and federal and state legislators have failed to
provide courts with clear rules to decide these location privacy
issues.
The Internet of Things (IOT) is another technology that will
increasingly generate new types of evidence that will be used in
court cases. The IOT consists of networks of sensors connected
to the Internet. For example, the “smart” devices responsible for
smart homes and smart cities are examples of IOT sensors. There
are now over 6 billion such smart devices connected to the Internet, with more than 5 million new devices being connected every
day.35 In the home alone, these smart devices include home
security systems, home speakers, garage doors, heating and airconditioning systems, refrigerators, ovens, ranges, washers and
dryers, televisions, home entertainment, lighting, outlets, and
switches.36 Each of these smart devices collects and stores data
that is communicated over the Internet.
Already, we have started to see cases of evidence from such
devices being sought to help prove events or communications.
For example, the Amazon Echo device, often known as Alexa,
has already been subpoenaed in a couple of murder cases based
on the possibility that the Alexa device may have heard and
recorded events in the home where the murder took place.37 In
one of these Alexa cases, data from a smart water meter may have
provided even more relevant evidence to help solve the murder.38
IOT devices in the home have also been used to provide evidence
of a software or sensor malfunction that results in a fire and other
types of property damage.39

As with so many of the tech- “the Internet of
nologies now entering society,
Things (IOT) …
there are not yet any rules or laws
governing access to IOT devices. will increasingly
generate new
The bipartisan Electronic Privacy
Information Center sent a widely
types of
cited letter to the U.S. government
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in July 2015 calling for the estabwill be used in
lishment of some rules of the road
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for the smart IOT devices being
installed in our homes – “Americans do not expect that the devices in their homes will persistently record everything they say. It is unreasonable to expect
consumers to monitor their every word in front of their home
electronics. It is also genuinely creepy.”40 Despite this and other
requests for rules to govern these devices, none have yet been
enacted, and courts are left on their own to try to figure out the
appropriate rules of the road for IOT devices.
A special type of IOT device increasingly used to provide evidence in courts are wearables such as Fitbits and smart watches.
These devices collect and store data on the activity and location
of its owner, which turn out to be relevant in a variety of court
cases. The first such case was a workers’ compensation case
where the injured worker used her fitbit data to prove how her
lifestyle changed dramatically after a workplace injury.41 Fitbit
data has also been used in a number of motor vehicle and accident cases to show the relative positions and the speeds of the
parties involved in the collision.42 Perhaps most significantly,
such wearable data has been used to solve several murder and
rape cases.43 This has led to what is probably my favorite title of
all time for a student law review note: “Wearable Devices as
Admissible Evidence: Technology Is Killing Our Opportunities to
Lie.”44
3D Printing is yet another emerging technology that is
already starting to be used in court evidence. 3D printing has
advanced rapidly in recent years – from printing relatively simple
three-dimensional plastic objects such as an animal figurine, to
now printing more complex objects using metals, composites,
and even living cells. The era of 3D printing is already presenting
many legal issues, such as the potential to print contraband items
such as guns or recreational drugs in one’s own home, to intel-
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In circumstances involving dramatic technological
change, the best solution to privacy concerns may be legislative…. A legislative body is well situated to gauge
changing public attitudes, to draw detailed lines, and to
balance privacy and public safety in a comprehensive way.
To date, however, Congress and most States have not
enacted statutes regulating the use of GPS tracking technology for law enforcement purposes.34
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lectual property issues associated
with printing patented, copyrighted,
or trademarked items. Attorneys and
their experts are now starting to use
3D printing to create visual aids for
trial presentations that could provide
judges and jurors a better representation of an object important to the
case.45 The fact-finder can handle
and inspect the 3D-printed object
from various perspectives, and evidence suggests that this helps the
judge or juror better understand and remember the object.46
Police are also using 3D scanners to recreate a crime or accident
scene, which can then be used to produce exhibits that can
demonstrate key elements of the case to the jury with unprecedented accuracy and vividness.47
Blockchain will be yet another evidentiary challenge for
courts. Blockchain is the technology underlying cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin, but it also has dozens of other applications such
as smart contracts, financial services, supply chains, health,
energy, real estate, and even government services such as elections. The blockchain is a distributed ledger, which means there
are many computers (or “nodes”), each of which has a complete
copy of the ledger, providing both greater security and participation compared to a centralized database with a single entity and a
single point or attack. The other key feature of the blockchain is
that the entries on the ledger are cryptographically “hashed” into
blocks of encrypted records that are both anonymous and
immutable. While each transaction on the blockchain can be
tracked by any authorized user, the identity of the parties
involved in each transaction is kept private using a private “key.”48
These features of the blockchain make them very attractive for
a growing number of legal and illegal applications, including
many applications by courts themselves in court recordkeeping
and managing court judgments, warrants, and criminal
histories.49 However, blockchain evidence is already presenting
unique challenges for parties and courts in criminal investiga-

tions and civil discovery given the quasi-anonymity of the owners of the encrypted data and assets.50 The admissibility of
blockchain evidence may also be an issue because of hearsay
problems.51 Already, judges are being called upon to address
such blockchain discovery and admissibility disputes, and these
issues will rapidly proliferate going forward as every major company in the country is already implementing blockchain projects.
Resolving such issues requires judges to have a basic familiarity
with blockchain technology, which most judges currently lack.
Artificial intelligence algorithms will also increasingly be used
as evidence in courts. An algorithm is essentially a formula for
predicting a result from a set of data – most algorithms today are
implemented by AI machine learning. Many AI algorithms are
developed by private entities and require significant investment to
collect a robust and representative data set and then develop an
algorithm that optimizes its output. Not surprisingly, the developers of such algorithms seek to keep the data and underlying software program for the algorithm proprietary. This can present a
problem if the algorithm is then used in court as evidence.
Many states use algorithms in criminal cases to determine the
need for pretrial detainment or to estimate the risk of recidivism
during sentencing or probation determinations. The Wisconsin
Supreme Court held that a court could rely on a proprietary sentencing algorithm, without disclosing the underlying data and
formula to the defendant and his counsel, provided that the
court used the algorithm as just one input and did not rely on the
algorithm exclusively.52 The defendant had argued that it was a
due process violation to deny him access to the algorithm so he
could have his counsel or an expert test the algorithm for validity
or bias. Other courts have held that it would be a due process
violation for government entities to rely on proprietary algorithms in a variety of other contexts, such as determining Medicaid benefits53 or teacher ratings.54 The European Union has published an 80-page manual for European courts on how to handle
AI evidence,55 but no such guidance exists at this time for U.S.
judges, who are thus required to decide these issues on their own
on a case-by-case basis.
Perhaps the greatest evidentiary threat to the courts is the rise
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of “deep fakes.”56 Deep fakes are photographs or videos manipulated using AI to make it appear that someone is saying or doing
something that they did not say or do. This deep fake technology
has quickly gotten very good, and it often takes an expert considerable time to determine that a video or photo is fake. Some
experts believe that within a year or less it will become impossible to determine whether a picture or video is fake. This technology presents a grave threat to our political and national security
systems, as a fake and sensational fabrication of a politician or
soldier could be highly disruptive.57 As courts increasingly utilize as evidence videos from smart phones, CCTV surveillance
cameras, and police body cams, this threat to the trustworthiness
of photographs and videos will present a major challenge to
courts.58 If we can no longer believe what we see, the privileged
position that photographs and videos have had in our litigation
system will disappear. Not only will we not know that a fake
video or photo has been fabricated, but it will be easy to claim
that a real video or photo is fake. Judges, juries, and litigators will
all be tested as we enter the “post-truth” society, and new rules
and strategies for authenticating visual evidence will be needed.
IMPACTS ON COURT OPERATIONS AND
JUDICIAL PROCESS

Over the past decade or so, technology has significantly
changed courtrooms and the judicial process. Online filing, digital evidence, e-discovery, courtroom presentation technologies,
as well as remote communication and even testimony have
evolved the courtroom and the profession of being a judge in
ways that were not anticipated when most current occupants of
the bench were in law school. However, the technological change
experienced so far will pale compared to the coming impact of
emerging technologies on courtrooms and emerging technologies, which will be more revolutionary than evolutionary.
For example, some future cases may be litigated using virtual
reality. As one analysis recently concluded, “both VR [virtual
reality] and AR [augmented reality] will become part of the litigation process. The only question is when.”59 Such evidence
could provide a much more realistic and impactful view of a
crime or accident. As one scientist working in this field projected, “Imagine you could transport the entire jury, the judge,
the litigators – everybody – back to the crime scene during the
crime. That would be the best thing possible for any trial.”60 A
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for judges and courts. First, given
the persuasive power of being
immersed in a VR experience, how can courts ensure that VR
presentations accurately represent the facts of a given case? Simulations are sometimes used in courts today, but are subject to
rigorous evidentiary scrutiny. The same would be required for
VR, especially when one party has the technological sophistication to produce and assess such representations, where the other
party may not. Also, some people who encounter VR experience
dizziness and motion sickness64 — how should a court deal with
a situation where a minority of jurors are not able to continue
with a VR presentation that their fellow jurors experience in full?
Finally, immersing jurors in realistic VR re-enactments of violent
crimes or grisly accidents may be traumatic for some jurors.
Would jurors need to be psychologically screened and counseled
before being selected for juries that will be exposed to such VR
evidence?
Legal analytics are also increasingly used in the litigation
process. This technology uses the vast quantities of data now
available online (“big data”) to predict results or recommend
strategy in the litigation process. Many vendors are now marketing such legal analytical tools to law firms. Of greatest relevance
to judges, some commercially available tools attempt to predict
or influence the decisions of individual judges. The tool collects
all available data on that judge’s previous decisions and opinions,
supplemented with any secondary information about that specific judge available from media stories, social media, and other
sources, and then applying AI to process the data, it predicts not
only the likely outcome and timing of the judge’s opinion, but
also provides customized advice on specific arguments, precedents, and even phrases to use or not use based on the particular
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judge’s own expressed predilections.
These large data sets can also be
used to identify potential biases and
influences of individual judges or
judges as a group. For example, one
recent study found that judges who
graduated from LSU handed out, on
average, harsher sentences to juvenile defendants the week after the
LSU football team lost a game.65 These types of correlations
affecting the judgment of individual judges or judges as a group
revealed by big data and AI have the potential to reveal patterns
that may discredit or embarrass the judiciary. France has
responded to this new reality by criminally banning the use of
judicial analytics software – punished by up to five years in
prison. Such a solution is unlikely to be adapted in the United
States under our First Amendment, so judges should be prepared
for a future where their decisions, both individually and collectively, are sliced and diced by new data analytic tools to provide
new insights and surprises.
Various big data tools are also being applied to jurors. Courts
can take advantage of the more accurate and up-to-date online
information now available to achieve more accurate and efficient
summoning of jurors.66 At the same time, parties can use those
same databases and more to better characterize prospective and
selected jurors with respect to their opinions, biases, and values.
Vendors are now offering digital tools that allow lawyers to profile an individual juror prospect in real time, using predictive
analytics to integrate and evaluate all the data available on a juror
derived from demographic data, vital statistics, juror questionnaires, and social media postings.67 These services even integrate
data on the juror’s purchase decisions and other behaviors that
are obtained by data brokers.68 Such intrusive searches into the
personal data and history of prospective jurors may create a
backlash against jury service by many citizens. These juror “big
data” tools are not only being used for jury selection, but can also
guide attorneys on what arguments will be most effective with
jurors, and have even been used to obtain litigation funding
based on a favorable jury profile.69
As decisions are increasingly made by AI algorithms that are
not programmed by humans but rather make their own “deci-

sions” based on their machine learning, how will such algorithms
be interrogated in trials? Scholars are beginning to take seriously
and start thinking through the implications of having machines
serve as witnesses in trials.70 One insightful exploration of this
issue concluded that “certain machine evidence implicates the
readability of a machine source, that the black box dangers
potentially plaguing machine sources trigger the need for credibility testing beyond what is contemplated by existing law, and
that accusatory machine conveyances can be ‘witnesses against’ a
defendant under the Confrontation Clause.”71 The concept of a
machine testifying in a court trial is truly a revolutionary change
to our legal system.
Brain-machine interfaces (BMI) will profoundly affect
future society, including the judicial system. BMI involves linking
computers directly to our brains – to either collect information
from our mental process, and perhaps someday to insert ideas
and instructions directly into the brain. Major companies and
research institutes in the United States, China, and Japan, including Facebook and Elon Musk’s Neuralink, have been reporting
significant advances in BMI, particularly in deciphering what a
brain is thinking.72 This has produced claims that BMI technology powered by artificial intelligence will soon be able to “read”
our thoughts.73
The ultimate disruption of the judicial process would be the
rise of robo-judges. We are already seeing some early examples
of AI systems participating in the judicial process. In Argentina,
a software program named Prometea is used to generate draft
judicial opinions on various types of routine cases such as public-housing or taxi license disputes – the overseeing judge has
approved 100 percent of these draft decisions as written to
date.74 China is now using AI judges to handle routine and small
cases, “featuring an artificially intelligent female judge, with a
body, facial expressions, voice, and actions all modeled off a living, breathing human (one of the court’s actual female judges, to
be exact).”75 An Ohio judge is using the Watson artificial intelligence system to help him read through and process the large
paper records in many juvenile cases.76
U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Roberts was recently asked,
“Can you foresee a day when smart machines, driven with artificial intelligences, will assist with courtroom fact-finding or, more
controversially even, judicial decision-making?”77 Chief Justice
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Roberts replied: “It’s a day that’s here, and it’s putting a significant
strain on how the judiciary goes about doing things.”78 While
some scholars are already exploring the implications of AI
judges,79 AI will not replace all judges anytime soon. Like every
other sector in the economy, AI will increasingly play a role in
almost everything we do, and those who reject or ignore the
technology will soon be displaced by those who utilize and try to
harness the incredible power of new disruptive technologies
such as artificial intelligence.
CONCLUSION

As this extremely brief incursion into a large number of complex and disruptive technologies has hopefully demonstrated,
these emerging technologies will dramatically change all aspects
of our lives and society, including the practice and profession of
judging. Because these technologies are advancing too fast for
legislatures and regulatory agencies to effectively regulate the
technology, courts by default will be on the front line in resolving
the conflicts, risks, rights, and responsibilities that these technologies present, often writing on a blank slate of relevant rules
and precedent. As such, judges will have no choice but to
become knowledgeable about the new technologies underlying
novel legal claims and defenses, new types of technology evidence, and the systemic changes to the courtroom and judicial
process driven by new technologies. This will not be an easy task
given the lack of technical training for most judges, the lack of
trained scientific and engineering staff assistants, and the limitations placed on judicial decisions by the specific parties and
record in front of the judge. Yet, just as lawyers are now required
to demonstrate a minimum level of technological competency by
the ABA (and most state bar associations) in its Model Rules of
Professional Responsibility,80 so too judges will need to have a
basic level of scientific and technological knowledge and understanding to perform their jobs competently in the new era of
emerging technologies.81
It will be tempting for judges to try to avoid these tough technological and scientific issues by deciding cases on legal technicalities or other grounds that judges are more familiar with. But
as federal judge Jed Rakoff, who has long been actively involved
in court-science issues, has pleaded, society urgently needs
judges to step up the plate and provide some clarity and certainty
about the legal aspects of emerging technologies:

law as well as could be done if you would take the time to
address the scientific issue. The technical legal issue may
never come up again; and even if it does, it doesn’t really
get to the merits. The scientific issue is much closer to the
merits of the case. If you can advance how judges think
about science on any particular issue, you will be doing
well, and it’s a great service.”82
On the other hand, judges don’t want to get too far out in
front of technology, given how fast technology changes often in
unpredictable ways. Justice Kennedy warned about this danger
in his decision in the City of Ontario v. Quon case,83 which dealt
with a public employee’s privacy rights in communication technologies. He warned that “the judiciary risks error by elaborating
too fully” on the legal aspects of a rapidly evolving technology,
and that “prudence counsels caution before the facts in the
instant case are used to establish far-reaching premises” that
“might have implications for future cases that cannot be predicted.”84
So judges must walk a fine line between ducking the scientific
issues altogether versus overreaching beyond their current
knowledge to the murky unpredictable waters of future technologies. There is no question that judges will be challenged by
the many new emerging technologies now starting to pervade
their courtrooms and dockets. But on the positive side, these
technologies are immensely important and fascinating to our
own individual lives, those of our children and grandchildren,
and the substance and process of judging.

[I]f I had a magic wand, I would say to my fellow
judges, “I know that when you have a case that involves a
scientific issue and a technical legal issue, your natural
instinct may be to see if you can resolve the case on the
technical legal issue, but you’re not really advancing the
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